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(57) ABSTRACT 

An optical recording medium and an optical recording and 
reproduction device including the same, Wherein the optical 
recording medium comprises a substrate, a re?ective layer 
formed on the substrate, a recording layer formed on the 
re?ective layer, a ?rst protective layer formed on the record 
ing layer and a transparent heat radiating layer formed on the 
?rst protective layer for promoting dispersion of heat from 
the recording layer, and light is focused on the recording 
layer from an optical system via a side at Which the ?rst 
protective layer is formed to prevent heat buildup, erasure of 
recorded signals and damage to the optical recording 
medium. 
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OPTICAL DEVICE WITH OPTICAL 
RECORDING MEDIUM HAVING 

TRANSPARENT HEAT RADIATING LAYER 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation application of, and 
claims priority to, Ser. No. 09/606,885, ?led Jun. 29, 2000, 
noW U.S. Pat. No. 6,934,224, issued Aug. 23, 2005, and 
claims priority to Japanese Patent Application 11-196746 
?led Jul. 9, 1999. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to an optical recording 

medium and an optical recording and reproduction device, 
more particularly an optical recording medium used at a near 
?eld Which is able to prevent heat buildup at the surface of 
the optical recording medium due to focusing of light When 
recording or reproducing and the consequent signal loss or 
damage to the optical recording medium and an optical 
recording and reproduction device including the same. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Up to noW, a hard disk or other magnetic recording 

medium has been used in a state With a head for recording 
and reproduction brought into extremely close proximity to 
the disk or other medium for the purpose of obtaining good 
signal characteristics. As opposed to this, a phase change 
type optical disk, magneto-optical disk, or other optical 
recording medium is used in a state With the optical system 
or head for recording and reproduction separated from the 
recording medium by a predetermined distance. 

HoWever, in recent years, in the devices used for optical 
recording media, the system of bringing the optical system 
or head into close proximity, for example, 200 nm With the 
disk (near ?eld) has begun to be employed for the purpose 
of increasing a numerical aperture (NA) of the optical 
system and thereby increasing a recording density of the 
disk. 
As an optical recording medium device used at the near 

?eld, for example, there are an optical hard disk structured 
With a lens mounted on a slider, an optical disk device With 
a lens made movable by an electromagnetic actuator, etc. In 
these devices, light for recording and reproduction is 
focused on the recording medium by an optical system 
comprised of a plurality lenses including at least an objec 
tive lens and a solid immersion lens (SIL). Due to this, an 
NA of over 1 has been obtained. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW of a hard disk. The disk 11 is 
structured With a recording layer 13 and a lubrication ?lm 14 
stacked on a substrate 12. A recording and reproducing head 
15 for changing the magnetiZation of the recording layer 13 
is mounted on a slider 16 and movable in the direction of the 
disk plane. The lubrication ?lm 14 is provided for prevent 
ing abrasion of the head 15 and the disk 11. The lubrication 
?lm 14 is formed, for example, by coating a ?uorine 
compound. In the case of an optical disk, consideration of 
optical conditions is required for a layer formed on a 
recording layer, but the lubrication ?lm 14 of a hard disk 
does not require consideration of optical conditions. There 
fore, it can be relatively easily formed. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW of an optical disk With a long 
distance betWeen an optical system or head and the disk 
(far-?eld optical disk). The optical disk of FIG. 2 is for 
example a phase change type optical disk or a magneto 
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2 
optical disk and is structured With a dielectric protective 
layer 22, a recording layer 23, a dielectric protective layer 
24, a re?ective ?lm 25, and a resinous protective layer 26 
sequentially stacked on a substrate 21. 

In the case of a phase change type optical disk, a material 
changing in phase by focusing of light is used for the 
recording layer 23. Both surfaces of the recording layer 23 
are protected by the dielectric protective layers 22, 24 
comprised of for example ZnSiSiO2. These surfaces are 
further protected by the substrate 21 or the resinous protec 
tive layer 26. 

In the case of a magneto-optical disk, a material changing 
in magnetiZation state by focusing of light is used for the 
recording layer 23. 

The optical disk of FIG. 2 has a much longer distance 
betWeen a lens 27 and the disk than that of a hard disk. A ?lm 
for dealing With friction or collision betWeen the lens 27 (or 
head) and the disk is usually preferable, but not necessary. 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional vieW of an optical disk used in 
the near ?eld. It is structured by a re?ective layer 32, a 
second dielectric layer 33, a recording layer 34, and a ?rst 
dielectric layer 35 sequentially stacked on a substrate 31. In 
the case of the optical disk shoWn in FIG. 2, light is focused 
from the side at Which the transparent substrate 21 is formed. 
On the other hand, in the case of the optical disk for 
near-?eld use shoWn in FIG. 3, light is focused from the side 
at Which the ?rst dielectric layer 35 is formed. Due to this, 
the increase in the coma along With an increase in the NA is 
moderated. 

In the optical disk of FIG. 3, the four layers of the ?rst 
dielectric layer 35, the recording layer 34, the second 
dielectric layer 33, and the re?ective layer 32 are optimized 
in design for obtaining good signal characteristics for light 
striking the disk surface perpendicularly. 
On the other hand, in the case of a near-?eld optical disk 

device having a short distance betWeen the head and the disk 
as described above, the risk of collision of the lens and the 
rest of the optical system (or head) With the disk becomes 
extremely high. HoWever, it is very di?icult to uniformly 
coated a lubricating substance such as used for the lubrica 
tion ?lm 14 of the hard disk on the surface of an optical disk 
to form a thin ?lm satisfying the optical conditions. Also, in 
the case of a near-?eld con?guration, the ?uorine material 
used for the lubrication ?lm 14 of a hard disk cannot be used 
because the refractive index is too loW. There are feW other 
suitable materials. 
When an AR coating is provided on the surface of the 

lens, once the AR (Antire?ecting) coating at the lens side is 
damaged due to collision, the recording and reproduction 
in?uenced by the damage at all times. That is, a change of 
the optical characteristics of the entire device is caused. 
HoWever, it is di?icult to ?nd a suitable coating material 
resistant to damage by collision as the material for the AR 
coating. 

Further, according to the conventional near-?eld optical 
disk shoWn in FIG. 3, as the protective layers 33, 35 of the 
recording layer 34, a ZnSiSiO2 layer having a loW heat 
conductivity is often formed. Therefore, When focusing laser 
light at the time of recording and/or reproduction, heat 
builds up betWeen the optical system and the recording layer. 
The heat causes the problems of loss of signals recorded on 
the optical disk or damage to the disk itself. 

FIG. 4A shoWs a result of calculating the temperature rise 
due to focusing of laser light When making the optical disk 
the ?lm con?guration shoWn in FIG. 3. In FIG. 4A, the 
temperature of the recording layer is plotted against time 
after focusing of the laser light. As shoWn in FIG. 4B, the 
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disk surface Was set as an x-y plane, the beam spot Was set 
as the origin 0, and the direction of the optical axis of the 
laser light Was set as a Z-axis. The direction x of beam travel 
is the direction of relative movement of the beam spot on the 
disk along With disk rotation. Therefore, y corresponds to a 
distance from the beam spot in the direction of the disk 
radius. The calculation Was performed setting y as 0 nm, 300 
nm, and 500 nm. The intensity of the laser light Was assumed 
to be 0.2 mW or the same level as the reproducing light. 

The speci?c ?lm con?guration Was made as folloWs 
(beloW, this ?lm con?guration is used as a comparative 
example for the present invention). The re?ective layer 32 
Was made an Al-alloy layer of a thickness of 120 nm. The 
second dielectric layer 33 Was made a ZnSiSiO2 layer 
having a refractive index n:2 and a thickness of 20 nm. The 
recording layer 34 Was made a GeiSbiTe layer having a 
refractive index n:3.9, a quenching coef?cient k:3.5, and a 
thickness of 20 nm. The ?rst dielectric layer 35 Was made a 
ZnSiSiO2 layer having a refractive index n:2 and a thick 
ness of 100 nm. An optical system (lens) arranged in 
proximity to the optical disk Was made a refractive index 
n:1.8. 
As shoWn in FIG. 4A, although the intensity of the laser 

light is su?iciently smaller than the intensity of the recording 
light, the recording layer reaches a high temperature. Also, 
during a certain time until the rising temperature goes doWn, 
heat is built up at the recording layer. 

Generally, it is necessary to reduce the distance betWeen 
the lens and the disk for increasing the reproduced signal 
level. When a recording and reproducing system, in Which 
the lens and the disk are brought into extremely close 
proximity, is used, the recording layer is easily damaged due 
to collision of the lens With the surface of the disk. 

HoWever, according to the con?guration shoWn in FIG. 3, 
the ?rst dielectric layer 35, that is, a thin layer of for example 
ZnSiSiO2 or SiN, is formed on the outermost layer of the 
disk. Therefore, When the lens and the disk collide, the ?rst 
dielectric layer 35 and the recording layer 34 beloW the layer 
35 are readily damaged. 

Also, When only the extremely thin ?rst dielectric layer 35 
is formed on the recording layer 34, local light absorption 
easily occurs at the surface of the disk. If ablation occurs due 
to laser light at the time of recording or reproduction, the 
disk Will be damaged and the lens contaminated by the 
deposition of the disk material on the lens surface. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to provide an optical 
recording medium used in the near ?eld and able to prevent 
heat buildup due to the focusing of laser light and the 
consequent loss of signals recorded on the optical recording 
medium and damage to the optical recording medium and an 
optical recording and reproduction device including the 
medium. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide an 
optical recording medium used for the near ?eld and pre 
venting damage due to collision With an optical system and 
an optical recording and reproduction device including the 
medium. 

According to a ?rst aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided an optical recording medium comprising a 
substrate; a recording layer formed on the substrate; a ?rst 
protective layer formed on the recording layer; and a trans 
parent heat radiating layer formed on the ?rst protective 
layer for promoting dispersion of heat from the recording 
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4 
layer; light being exposed on the recording layer via a side 
at Which the heat radiating layer is positioned to thereby 
perform recording and/or reproduction of information. 

Preferably, said optical recording medium is used in near 
?eld condition. Preferably, the near ?eld condition com 
prises a space betWeen the heat radiating layer and an optical 
system of about 200 nm or less. Preferably, the optical 
system comprises a solid immersion lens (SIL). 

Preferably, the heat radiating layer has a higher heat 
conductivity than the ?rst protective layer. More preferably, 
the heat radiating layer has a heat conductivity of about 0.1 
(W/cmK) or more. 
More preferably, the heat radiating layer has a quenching 

coef?cient With respect to the light used for recording and 
reproducing of less than about 0.1. 

Preferably, the heat radiating layer comprises at least one 
of BN, AlN, SiN, SiC, Ta2O5, and diamond-state carbon. 

Preferably, the heat radiating layer comprises a multilayer 
?lm comprising a plurality layers having substantially same 
optical constants and having different heat constants stacked 
together. Preferably, a light re?ecting layer comprised of 
metal or semimetal is formed betWeen the substrate and the 
recording layer. Preferably, the optical recording medium 
further comprises an antire?ection layer on the heat radiat 
ing layer. Preferably, the optical recording medium further 
comprises an antire?ection layer betWeen the heat radiating 
layer and the recording layer. 

Preferably, the optical recording medium further com 
prises a second protective layer betWeen the substrate and 
the recording layer. 

Preferably, the recording layer comprises a material 
undergoing a phase change and changing in a complex index 
of refraction due to the focusing of light. 

Alternatively, the recording layer preferably comprises a 
material changing in a magnetiZation state by using the 
focusing of light and enabling detection of the change as a 
change of a polariZation state. 

Alternatively, the recording layer preferably changes in a 
complex index of refraction or shape due to light With 
respect to the Wavelength of the reproducing light. 
Due to this, heat built up at the recording layer due to the 

focusing of laser light is dispersed to the surface of the 
optical recording medium via the heat radiating layer. There 
fore, it is possible to prevent a rise in temperature at the 
surface of the optical recording medium due to focusing of 
laser light. Due to this, it is possible to maintain the signals 
recorded on the optical recording medium and prevent 
damage to the optical recording medium due to heat. 

Also, according to the optical recording medium of the 
present invention, a layer comprised of Al or other inorganic 
material is formed at the outermost layer of the optical 
recording medium as the heat radiating layer. Therefore, the 
surface hardness is high and the recording layer of the 
optical recording medium is resistant to damage even When 
a head or optical system and the optical recording medium 
collide. 

Further, according to the optical recording medium of the 
present invention, by forming the heat radiating layer cov 
ering the surface of the optical recording medium, ablation 
of the material comprising the optical recording medium is 
prevented and destruction of the ?lm along With the elapse 
of time due to ablation can be prevented. Therefore, the 
long-term reliability of the optical recording medium can be 
improved. 

Also, in the optical recording medium of the present 
invention, by making the heat radiating layer multilayer and 
suitably controlling the thicknesses of layers comprising the 
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heat radiating layer, it becomes possible to control the 
optical characteristics and the heat characteristics of the heat 
radiating layer at the same time. 

According to a second aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided an optical recording and reproduction 
device comprising a light source, an optical recording 
medium, and an optical system for focusing light from the 
light source on the optical recording medium, characterized 
in that the optical recording medium comprises a substrate, 
a recording layer formed on the substrate, a ?rst protective 
layer formed on the recording layer, and a heat radiating 
layer formed on the ?rst protective layer, that light from the 
optical system is exposed to the recording layer via a side 
With the heat radiating layer formed for recording and 
reproducing information, and that the heat radiating layer 
promotes dispersion of heat from the recording layer. 

Preferably, a space betWeen the heat radiating layer and 
the optical system comprises a near ?eld. More preferably, 
the space is about 200 nm or less. More preferably, the 
optical system comprises a solid immersion lens (SIL). 

Preferably, the heat radiating layer has a higher heat 
conductivity than the ?rst protective layer. More preferably, 
the heat radiating layer has a heat conductivity of about 0.1 
(W/cmK) or more. More preferably, the heat radiating layer 
has a quenching coef?cient With respect to the light used for 
recording and reproducing of less than about 0.1. 

Preferably, the heat radiating layer comprises at least one 
of BN, AlN, SiN, SiC, Ta2O5, and diamond-state carbon. 

Preferably, the heat radiating layer is a multilayer ?lm 
comprising a plurality of layers having substantially same 
optical constants and having different heat constants stacked 
together. Preferably, a light re?ecting layer comprising metal 
or semimetal is formed betWeen the substrate and the 
recording layer. Preferably, the optical recording and repro 
duction device further comprises an antire?ection layer on 
the heat radiating layer in the optical recording medium. 
Preferably, the optical recording and reproduction device 
further comprises an antire?ection layer betWeen the heat 
radiating layer and the recording layer in the optical record 
ing medium. 

Preferably, the optical recording and reproduction device 
further comprises a second protective layer betWeen the 
substrate and the recording layer in the optical recording 
medium. 

Preferably, the recording layer comprises a material 
undergoing a phase change and changing in a complex index 
of refraction due to light. 

Alternatively, the recording layer preferably comprises a 
material changing in a magnetization state by using light and 
enabling detection of the change as a change of a polariZa 
tion state. 

Alternatively, the recording layer preferably comprises an 
organic dye material changing in a complex index of refrac 
tion or shape due to light With respect to a Wavelength of the 
reproducing light. 
Due to this, a rise in temperature of the optical recording 

medium due to focusing of laser light can be prevented and 
it is made possible to maintain signals recorded on the 
optical recording medium and prevent damage to the optical 
recording medium due to heat. 

Also, since the heat radiating layer is formed at the 
outermost layer of the optical recording medium, the surface 
hardness becomes high and the optical recording medium is 
resistant to damage When a head or optical system and the 
optical recording medium collide. Also, ablation due to 
focusing of laser light is also prevented. Therefore, it is 
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6 
possible to improve the long-term reliability of the optical 
recording and reproduction device. 

Also, When an antire?ection ?lm is formed on the optical 
recording medium used for the optical recording and repro 
duction device of the present invention, it becomes unnec 
essary to provide an antire?ection coating on the surface of 
the optical system. Therefore, it is possible to prevent 
damage of the antire?ection coating and an effect on record 
ing and reproduction. 

According to a third aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided an optical recording and reproduction device 
comprising a light source, an optical recording medium, and 
an optical system focusing light from the light source to the 
optical recording medium, Wherein the optical recording 
medium comprises a substrate, a phase change recording 
layer formed on the substrate and comprised of a material 
undergoing a phase change and changing in a complex index 
of refraction by said focusing of light, a ?rst protective layer 
formed on the phase change recording layer, and a heat 
radiating layer formed on the ?rst protective layer, light from 
the optical system is exposed to the phase change recording 
layer via a side With the heat radiating layer formed for 
recording and reproducing information, and the heat radiat 
ing layer promotes dispersion of heat from the phase change 
recording layer. 

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided an optical recording and reproduction 
device comprising a light source, an optical recording 
medium, and an optical system focusing light from the light 
source to the optical recording medium, Wherein the optical 
recording medium comprises a substrate, a recording layer 
formed on the substrate, a ?rst protective layer formed on 
the recording layer, and a heat radiating layer formed on the 
?rst protective layer, light is focused from the optical system 
comprising a near ?eld With the numerical aperture (NA) 
more than 1 to the recording layer via a side With the heat 
radiating layer formed for recording and reproducing infor 
mation, and the heat radiating layer promotes dispersion of 
heat from the recording layer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other objects and features of the present 
invention Will become clearer from the folloWing descrip 
tion of the preferred embodiments given With reference to 
the accompanying draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW of a magnetic recording device 
(hard disk) of related art; 

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional vieW of an optical recording 
medium of related art used in a state Wherein the disk and the 
optical system are suf?ciently separated; 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional vieW of a near-?eld optical 
recording medium of related art; 

FIG. 4A is a vieW of characteristics of the near-?eld 
optical recording medium of related art shoWing the tem 
perature rise of the recording layer due to focusing of laser 
light and FIG. 4B is a coordinates de?ning each axis; 

FIG. 5 is a schematic vieW of an arrangement of an optical 
recording medium of the ?rst embodiment through the 
fourth embodiment of the present invention and an optical 
system; 

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional vieW of an optical recording 
medium of the ?rst embodiment through the third embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

FIG. 7 is a vieW of the characteristic of the optical 
recording medium of the second embodiment of the present 
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invention showing the temperature rise of the recording 
layer due to focusing of laser light; 

FIG. 8 is a vieW of the characteristics of the optical 
recording medium of the third embodiment of the present 
invention shoWing heat distribution from a recording mark 
on Which laser light is focused in directions of the disk 
plane; 

FIG. 9 is a vieW of characteristics of an optical recording 
medium of a comparative example of the third embodiment 
of the present invention shoWing heat distribution from a 
recording mark on Which laser light is focused in directions 
of the disk plane; 

FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional vieW of an optical recording 
medium of the fourth embodiment of the present invention 
shoWing the transparent heat radiating layer as a multi-layer 
?lm including a plurality of layers stacked together; 

FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional vieW of an optical recording 
medium of the fourth embodiment shoWing an additional 
antire?ection layer formed on the transparent heat radiating 
layer; 

FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional vieW of an optical recording 
medium of the fourth embodiment shoWing an antire?ection 
layer disposed betWeen the transparent heat radiating layer 
and the recording layer; and 

FIG. 13 is a schematic vieW of an optical device according 
to an embodiment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

BeloW, embodiments of the optical recording medium and 
the optical recording and reproduction device of the present 
invention Will be explained With reference to the draWings. 

First, the ?rst embodiment of the present invention Will be 
explained. FIG. 5 shoWs an arrangement of the optical 
recording medium of the present embodiment and an optical 
part (lens). As shoWn in FIG. 5, an optical disk 51 comprises 
a substrate 52 on Which are formed stacked layers 53 
including a recording layer. An SIL 54 is arranged at the 
stacked layer 53 side of the optical disk 51. The distance t 
betWeen the surface of the stacked layers 53 and the SIL 54 
is extremely narroW, usually 200 nm or less. Since light 
collected by an objective lens (not shoWn) enters the SIL 54, 
the NA becomes high. Also, 6 represents the incident angle 
of the light focused on the optical disk 51. 

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional vieW of the optical recording 
medium of the present embodiment. The present embodi 
ment is assumed as a phase change type optical disk used for 
light of a Wavelength of 650 nm. The optical disk shoWn in 
FIG. 6 is structured With a re?ective layer 62, a second 
dielectric layer 63, a recording layer 64, and a ?rst dielectric 
layer 65 sequentially stacked on a substrate 61 and, further, 
a heat radiating layer 66 formed on them. 
On the optical disk of the present embodiment, laser light 

is focused from the side at Which the heat radiating layer 66 
is formed. The laser light strikes the optical disk With the line 
passing through the center of the beam diameter (beam 
Waist) perpendicular to the surface of the disk. 

In the optical disk of FIG. 6, the ?ve layers of the heat 
radiating layer 66, the ?rst dielectric layer 65, the recording 
layer 64, the second dielectric layer 63, and the re?ective 
layer 62 satisfy an enhancement condition of the light 
perpendicularly striking the disk surface (perpendicularly 
incident component). The design is optimiZed for obtaining 
good signal characteristics for the perpendicularly incident 
component. 
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8 
According to the ?lm con?guration of the present 

embodiment, as the re?ective layer 62, for example, an 
Al-alloy layer of a thickness of 120 nm is used. As the 
second dielectric layer 63, a ZnSiSiO2 layer having a 
refractive index n:2 and a thickness of 20 nm is used. As the 
recording layer 64, a GeiSbiTe layer having a refractive 
index n:3.9, a quenching coe?icient k:3.5, and a thickness 
of 20 nm is used. As the ?rst dielectric layer 65, a ZnSi 
SiO2 layer having a refractive index n:2 and a thickness of 
50 nm is used. As the heat radiating layer 66, an AlN layer 
having a refractive index n:2 and a thickness of 50 nm is 
used. The optical system (lens) arranged next to the optical 
disk is made one With a refractive index n:l.8. 

BeloW, each layer comprising the optical disk of the 
present embodiment Will be explained in detail. 
As the substrate 61, for example, a plastic substrate 

comprised of polycarbonate (PC) or polymethyl methacry 
late (PMMA) and other acryl-based resins and a glass 
substrate etc. may be used. 
As the re?ective layer 62 on the substrate 61, for example 

an Al layer or Al-alloy layer is used. The thickness of the 
re?ective layer 62 is set at, for example, about 50 to 200 nm. 
The re?ective layer 62 not only re?ects the light focused on 
the optical disk, but also functions to promote the dispersion 
of heat from the recording layer 64. While the temperature 
of the recording layer 64 rises due to absorption of light, the 
re?ective layer 62 has a high heat conductivity since it is 
usually composed of a metal layer and acts as a kind of heat 
sink. As the material of the re?ective layer 62, as long as the 
material has a predetermined re?ectance and heat conduc 
tivity, it is also possible to use a semimetal, a compound of 
metal or semimetal, and semiconductors and their com 
pounds in addition to metal. 

The second dielectric layer 63 functions as a protective 
layer of the phase changing recording layer 64. The second 
dielectric layer 63 need not necessarily be formed, for 
example, When not reWriting on the optical disk and in other 
cases. 

As the recording layer 64 on the second dielectric layer 
63, a material changing in phase reversibly betWeen a crystal 
and amorphous state by focusing of a laser may be used. For 
example, chalcogens or chalcogen compounds, speci?cally, 
a system including Te, Se, GeiTe, GeiSbiTe, GeiTe 
SbiTe, IniSbiTe, AgiIniSbiTe, AuiIniSbiTe, 
GeiSbiTeiSe, IniSbiSe, BiiTe, BiiSe, SbiSe, 
SbiTe, GeiSbiTeiBi, GeiSbiTeiCo, GeiSbi 
TeiAu, ZniGeiIniSbiTe, or such a system doped 
With nitrogen, oxygen, or another gas additive or doped With 
Pd can be mentioned. 
The ?rst dielectric layer 65 on the recording layer 64 

functions as a protective layer of the phase changing record 
ing layer 64. 

For the heat radiating layer 66 on the ?rst dielectric layer 
65, a material having a higher heat conductivity than the ?rst 
dielectric layer 65 is used. Speci?cally, a material having a 
heat conductivity of almost 0.1 (W/cmK) or more and a 
quenching coe?icient k of less than 0.1 With respect to the 
laser light used for recording and/or reproducing is prefer 
ably used. For example, BN, SiN, SiC, Ta2O5, diamond 
state carbon, and mixtures of these can be preferably used as 
the material of the heat radiating layer 66, in addition to Al 
described above. Also, the thickness of the heat radiating 
layer 66 is appropriately set Within a range Where the heat 
radiating layer 66 has transparency. 

According to the above optical recording medium of the 
present embodiment, since the heat radiating layer having a 
high heat conductivity is formed betWeen the recording layer 
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of the disk and the optical system, the temperature rise at the 
disk surface due to the focusing of laser light can be 
prevented. Due to this, it is made possible to maintain 
signals recorded on the optical disk and prevent damage to 
the optical disk by heat. 

Also, according to the optical recording medium of the 
present embodiment, since a layer composed of AlN or 
another inorganic material is formed at the outermost layer 
of the disk as the heat radiating layer 66, the surface 
hardness is high and the recording layer of the optical disk 
is not easily damaged When the head or optical system and 
the disk collide. 

According to the optical recording medium of the present 
embodiment, since the heat radiating layer 66 is formed 
covering the disk surface, ablation of the disk material is 
prevented and destruction of the ?lm along With the elapse 
of time due to ablation can be prevented. 

Also, When the optical recording medium of the present 
embodiment is combined With a light source and a near-?eld 
high NA optical system, the optical recording device of the 
present invention can be con?gured. 

Next, the second embodiment of the present invention 
Will be explained. FIG. 7 shoWs the results of calculating the 
temperature rise in the phase change type optical disk of the 
above ?rst embodiment due to focusing of laser light. In 
FIG. 7, the temperature of the recording layer is plotted 
against the time after the focusing of the laser light. As 
described above, the disk surface Was made the x-y plane, 
the beam spot Was made the origin 0, and the direction of 
the optical axis of the laser light Was made the Z-axis (see 
FIG. 4B). The direction x of beam travel is the direction of 
relative movement of the beam spot on the disk along With 
disk rotation. Therefore, y corresponds to the distance from 
the beam spot in the direction of disk radius. The calculation 
Was performed setting y as 0 nm, 300 nm and 500 nm. The 
intensity of the laser light Was presumed to be 0.2 mW or the 
same level as the reproducing light. 
When comparing FIG. 7 With the case of the ?lm con 

?guration of FIG. 3 (see FIG. 4A), it is found that the 
maximum temperature reached by the recording layer is 
greatly loWered by forming the heat radiating layer 66. Also, 
along With this, the time until the rising temperature goes 
doWn is also shortened. Thus, the quantity of heat built up 
at the recording layer 66 is decreased. 
As described above, since the temperature rise of the 

recording layer is suppressed, it is made possible to keep 
signals recorded on the optical disk and prevent damage to 
the optical disk due to heat. 

Next, the third embodiment of the present invention Will 
be explained. FIG. 8 shoWs the results of calculating the 
dispersion of heat from a recording mark on Which laser 
light is focused to directions in the disk plane (laser scanning 
direction or disk radius direction) in the phase change type 
optical disk of the above ?rst embodiment. For comparison, 
the results of calculation of the case of the con?guration 
Where the heat radiating layer 66 is not formed is shoWn in 
FIG. 9. The ?lm con?guration in the conventional structure 
is made the same as the comparative example described 
above (the conditions used for the calculation of FIG. 4A). 

FIG. 8 and FIG. 9 correspond to top vieWs of the heat 
distribution of an optical disk. When comparing FIG. 8 With 
FIG. 9, it is found that the dispersion of heat in the disk 
radius direction is suppressed by the ?lm con?guration of 
the present embodiment. That is, in the case of the present 
embodiment, dispersion of heat in a direction perpendicular 
to the disk surface is promoted. 
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Therefore, according to the optical disk of the present 

embodiment, When laser light is focused on any recording 
mark, it is possible to prevent erasure of the recording mark 
formed in the next track, so-called, “cross Write”. Due to 
this, it is made possible to reduce the space betWeen tracks 
and improve the recording density. 

Also, When an optical disk having the con?guration of the 
present invention Was actually formed and tested, it Was 
con?rmed that the reliabilities of the recording marks and 
the recording layer Were drastically improved by forming 
the heat radiating layer. 

Further, the fourth embodiment of the present invention 
Will be explained. The heat radiating layer of the above 
optical disk of the present invention can also be a multilayer 
structure, as shoWn in FIG. 10. By forming stacked layers 
66a, 66b, and 660 including a plurality of materials having 
extremely close optical constants and having different heat 
constants as the heat radiating layer, it is possible, in design, 
to control only the heat characteristics as desired While not 
changing the optical characteristics of the optical recording 
medium. 

Also, in the ?lm con?guration of the optical recording 
medium of the ?rst embodiment shoWn in FIG. 6, it is 
possible to form on the heat radiating layer 66 an antire 
?ection ?lm 67, as shoWn in FIG. 11, comprising for 
example a silicon oxide layer, silicon nitride layer, and 
silicon oxide layer sequentially stacked on each other. Alter 
natively, an antire?ection ?lm 67 as described above can be 
formed betWeen the ?rst dielectric layer 65 and the heat 
radiating layer 66, as shoWn in FIG. 12. When the antire 
?ection ?lm 67 is formed in the optical recording medium, 
an antire?ection coating on the surface of the lens becomes 
unnecessary. Due to this, it is possible to prevent damage to 
the antire?ection coating on the lens surface caused by 
contact of the optical recording medium and the lens etc. and 
the damage to the electric characteristics during recording 
and reproduction from the lens surface. 

FIG. 13 shoWs an optical device having a light source 
1300, an optical recording medium 1310, and an optical 
system 1320. The optical recording medium 1310 may be 
any of the recording mediums discussed above. 
The embodiments of the optical recording medium and 

the optical recording and reproduction device of the present 
invention are not limited to the above explanation. For 
example, by forming by sputtering a layer of for example 
TbFeCo amorphous alloy or another material able to be 
changed in the magnetization state by using focusing of laser 
light, it is also possible to apply the present invention to a 
magneto-optical disk. Alternatively, it is also possible to 
apply the present invention to an optical disk using a dye in 
the recording layer. Also, the optical recording medium of 
the present invention can be either reWritable or read-only. 

In addition, various modi?cations may be made Within a 
range not outside the gist of the present invention. 

Summarizing the effects of the present invention, accord 
ing to the optical recording medium of the present invention, 
it is possible to prevent heat buildup in the optical recording 
medium due to focusing of laser light and the consequent 
erasure of signals recorded on the optical recording medium 
and damage to the optical recording medium. 

Also, according to the optical recording and reproduction 
device of the present invention, it is possible to prevent heat 
buildup in the optical recording medium due to focusing of 
laser light and the consequent erasure of signals recorded on 
the optical recording medium and damage to the optical 
recording medium. 
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Further, according to the optical recording medium of the 
present invention, it is possible to prevent damage due to 
collision With an optical system. 

Also, according to the optical recording and reproduction 
device of the present invention, it is possible to prevent 
damage due to collision With an optical system. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An optical device comprising: 
a light source; 
an optical recording medium; 
an optical system focusing light from the light source to 

the optical recording medium; 
the optical recording medium comprising, 

a substrate; 
a metal re?ective layer formed on the substrate; 
a ?rst protective layer of ZniSiO2 formed on the metal 

re?ective layer; 
a recording layer formed on the ?rst protective layer, 

the recording layer being made of a material under 
going a phase change and con?gured to change a 
complex index of refraction under said light; 

a second protective layer of ZniSiO2 formed on the 
recording layer; 

and 
the transparent heat radiating layer formed on the 

second protective layer and having a heat conduc 
tivity higher than the second protective layer so as to 
disperse heat from the recording layer, Wherein the 
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transparent heat radiating layer is a multi-layer ?lm 
comprising a plurality of layers stacked together, 
having substantially same optical constants and hav 
ing di?cerent heat constants; and 

light is focused from the optical system to the recording 
layer via a side of the optical recording medium closer 
to the heat radiating layer than to the substrate, Wherein 
said optical recording medium is used in a near ?eld 
condition. 

2. The optical device of claim 1, Wherein the near ?eld 
condition comprises: 

a distance betWeen the heat radiating layer and the optical 
system of about 200 nm or less. 

3. The optical device of claim 1, Wherein the optical 
system comprises a solid immersion lens (SIL). 

4. The optical device of claim 1, Wherein the heat radi 
ating layer has a heat conductivity of about 0.1 (W/cmK) or 
more. 

5. The optical device of claim 1, Wherein the heat radi 
ating layer has a quenching coef?cient With respect to the 
light used for recording and reproducing of less than about 
0.1. 

6. The optical device of claim 1, Wherein the recording 
layer comprises a material con?gured to change a magne 
tiZation state by using said light and to enable a detection of 
the change as a change of a polarization state. 

* * * * * 


